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HOW TO USE REJECT DECISIONS

You'll have two reject options when using the Article Transfer Service

**These are for editors only and are not visible to authors receiving rejection decisions**

**REJECT UNSUITABLE**

Use this for all articles that do not meet the editorial threshold of your journal or are out of scope. Unless your initial review has already identified concerns about the soundness of a paper, this will be the default reject decision.

**REJECT UNSOUND**

Use this for unsound articles only, where the article in question should NOT be published because you have concerns over the method, research question or conclusions.

When you select Reject Unsuitable, authors of these papers may be contacted with a selection of suitable alternative Taylor & Francis journals to consider.

**THE BENEFITS**

- Helps authors find the right home for their research
- Every article is evaluated by the receiving journal ensuring quality, validity, and relevance
- **Time-saving:** no need for authors to enter all the previous submission details
- Research is **published faster** so it can be accessed more rapidly
- Open access choice for maximum reach and impact
- Improves the experience of submitting to your journal

**FIND OUT MORE**

- @tandfonline
- @TaylorandFrancisGroup
- authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com